
I am hungry, I am busy, and I don’t have a whole heck of a lot to say here, so I’m not going 

to say a whole heck of a lot, except Godspeed to the lot of you in this final month of the  

semester. And I do hope you will peruse the Digest for fun activities, educative experiences, 

and horrifying truths lurking beneath the serene surface of our daily lives.  

Sort of sincerely, 

Clayton McReynolds 

EGSA Secretary (a.k.a. Mister Secretary Sir, a.k.a. Minister of Misinformation) 
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Event Schedule: September 26-October 5 

 Friday, November 9: Devoney Looser Presentation on Jane Austen. 3:30. ABL Lecture Hall.               

Devoney Looser is an eminent scholar of Jane Austen. She is also an eminent practitioner of the art of 

the roller derby where she is known as “Stone Cold Jane Austen.” I thought she had Jane Austen tattoos 

on her knees, but I think it’s actually a pair of patterned tights?  Even so, need I say more?  

 

  Monday, November 12-13: John Greening Poetry Reading and Presentation.                                   

Two days in a row, poet and critic John Greening will share from his own poetry and will talk about po-

etry of the first World War. These events will occur right after Veteran’s Day, which this year is the 100th 

anniversary of the end of WWI . On Monday, November 12th at 4 pm, John Greening will deliver the 

Charles G. Smith Lecture, entitled “Edmund Blunden, War Poet,” in the Armstrong Browning Library’s 

Cox Lecture Hall. The next day, Tuesday, November 13th, he will read from his own poetry at 5 pm in 

the Armstrong Browning Library’s Hankamer Treasure Room.   

 

 Friday, November 16: Prof. Clare Simmons on Christmas Ghosts. 3:30. ABL Lecture Hall.               

Let Prof. Simmons help you transition from Halloween spoops to Christmas spirit(s)! This should be a 

great lecture on some ways that 19th Century British writers revived and reimagined Christmas, so you 

should consider educating yourself about Christmas past, present, and future.  

 

 Don’t forget to consult the EGSA Handbook.                                                                                           

According to legend, the Irish seer and poet Finegas spent seven years fishing for the salmon of 

knowledge so that he might gain all the knowledge in the world. In the end, Finegas didn’t get the 

knowledge because he didn’t cook his own fish, but imagine if instead of Finegas having to fish for that 

knowledge for seven years, Kelly Sauskojus (pronounced sah-SKOY-uhs) had led a team dedicated to 

streamlining and reorganizing that salmon over the summer and then presented it on a silver platter for 

Finegas’ consumption? Thus is all of our position in relation to the EGSA Handbook. If you have ques-

tions on travel funding, expense reports, conferences, resources, and other such things, it is a great place 

to start, since it is an informal document that EGSA folks have compiled over the years to act as a help-

ful repository of collective wisdom.  

 

 Saturday, December 8. EGSA Christmas Party! 7:00 pm.                                                                       

More details will be forthcoming soon but take note that you should not take off anywhere before      

December 8. There will be carols and candles and general Christmas conviviality, so get hype.  
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 Caitlin Lawrence and Kelly Sauskojus (pronounced SOW-skee-JOW-skee) have brought honor to the      

English Department through their respective victories in the 3 Minute Thesis competition! I believe this 

marks the first time an English Graduate student has won at the 3 Minute Thesis showdown, so they both 

deserve maximal congratulations. Caitlin placed second for all PhD’s, and Kelly took third for the Master’s. 

Be sure to tell them congratulations, shake their hands heartily, and/or carry them on your shoulders through 

a cheering mob!  

 

 

 

 

Accomplishments and Acclaim 

https://i.redd.it/lalsxpblznn01.gif


The EGSA Inquirer 

The true history of Carroll Science Hall has always been shrouded in mystery, surrounded by perplexing ques-

tions and hazy rumors. Were cadavers really dissected on the fourth floor? Why hasn’t it been renamed to 

“English Hall” to reflect its change in purpose? Just what kind of “science” are we talking about?  

Shocking new evidence might suggest an answer. Aubrey Morris discovered something truly alarming in an out of 

the way hall closet in Carroll Science. Take a look at the photo below and ask yourself what purpose such a pho-

tograph (icon?) could possibly serve in a building purportedly dedicated to the instruction of students in English 

literature?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Could it be that Carroll Science Hall is, in reality, Carroll Scientology Hall? Bear with me here. Now clearly this 

photograph does call to mind the corrupted Thetans trapped on planet earth after being exploded out of their 

bodies by hydrogen bombs detonated inside volcanoes by Xenu, tyrant ruler of the Galactic Confederacy. And 

what do bad Thetans do? They attempt to replace our true knowledge of ourselves with false ideas of our identity 

known as engrams. Engrams?! Sounds a bit like enniogram, doesn’t it?!  

So let’s recap what we have discovered so far. An object resembling an iconographic depiction of an evil Thetan 

is hidden in Carroll Scien(tology) Hall, in the heart of a university dedicated to helping students discover their 

true identities through the enniogram test. The truth is right in front of our faces! Could Baylor be an anti-

Scientology, pro-evil Thetan organization? Are we mere pawns in a scheme to distract human beings from          

gaining true self-knowledge?  

Reliable reports confirm that Luke Mitchell possesses clearer photographic evidence and greater knowledge of 

this disturbing image, but Luke has not responded to inquiries on the subject. What does his silence mean? Does 

Luke know more than he’s telling? Time alone will tell.  


